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Disclaimer
This Presentation has been prepared by Lynas Corporation Limited (ABN 27 009 066 648) (Lynas or the Company). This Presentation contains summary information about Lynas and its subsidiaries (Lynas Group) and their activities
current as at the date of this Presentation. The information in this Presentation is of general background and does not purport to be complete or to comprise all the information that a shareholder or potential investor in Lynas may
require in order to determine whether to deal in Lynas shares. It should be read in conjunction with Lynas Group’s other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX), which are
available at www.asx.com.au. This document is not a prospectus or a product disclosure statement under the Corporations Act (Cth) 2001 (Corporations Act) and has not been lodged with the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (ASIC).
Not investment or financial product advice
This Presentation is for information purposes only and is not financial product or investment advice or a recommendation to acquire Lynas shares and has been prepared without taking into account the objectives, financial situation or
needs of individuals. Before making an investment decision, prospective investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs and seek financial, legal and
taxation advice appropriate to their jurisdiction. Lynas is not licensed to provide financial product advice in respect of Lynas shares. Cooling off rights do not apply to the acquisition of Lynas securities.
Financial data
All dollar values are in Australian dollars (A$) unless stated otherwise and financial data is presented within the financial year end of 30 June 2012 unless stated otherwise. Any pro forma historical financial information included in this
Presentation does not purport to be in compliance with Article 11 of Regulation S-X of the rules and regulations of the US Securities and Exchange Commission.
Past performance
Past performance information given in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance.
Future performance
This Presentation contains certain “forward-looking statements”. The words “estimate”, “expect”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “will, “predict”, “plan”, “scenario”, “forecasts”, “anticipates” and other similar expressions are intended to
identify forward-looking statements. Indications of, and guidance on, future earnings and financial position and performance are also forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements, opinions and estimates provided in this
Presentation are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends, which are based on interpretations of current market conditions. Such forwardlooking statements including projections, guidance on future earnings and estimates are provided as a general guide only and should not be relied upon as an indication or guarantee of future performance. There can be no assurance
that actual outcomes will not differ materially from these forward-looking statements.
Investment Risk and other risks
An investment in Lynas securities is subject to investment and other known and unknown risks, some of which are beyond the control of Lynas Group, including risk factors associated with the industry in which Lynas Group operates,
such as: nature of mineral exploration and production; mineral and ore reserves; construction risks; progressing risks; project developments; market price and demand risk; credit and market risks; regulatory, political and environmental
risks; tax and other risks generally relating to equity investment.
Not an offer
This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities in the United States. Securities in Lynas have not been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933 or the
securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States, and may not be offered or sold in the United States unless the securities are registered under the Securities Act or pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction
not subject to, registration.

Safety – our first priority
December 2013 quarter
 There were no occupational injuries or illnesses recorded during the December 2013 quarter.
 The 12-month rolling Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate for Lynas global operations as at the end of December was 1.0
per million hours worked.
 During the quarter, a Lynas Malaysia employee suffered a fatal heart attack while on site. The company expresses its
deepest sympathies to the family.

Sustainability
 Western Australian operations maintained certification to:
 OHSAS 18001 (Occupational Health and Safety)
 ISO 14001 (Environmental Management Systems)
 ISO 9001 (Quality Management Systems)
 During the quarter, Lynas Malaysia achieved certification to the OHSAS 18001, ISO 14001 and ISO standards
following a detailed audit by Bureau Veritas.
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Lynas Advanced Materials Plant –
operational update
December 2013 quarter
 Production: 741 tonnes REO equivalent products
 Shipments: 409 tonnes REO equivalent products
 Despite disruption to transport and infrastructure services in the region due
to significant rainfall in December in the Kuantan area, LAMP production in
December confirmed the improving trend evidenced in November.

 The difference in production and shipments largely relates to the timing of
sales at the end of the quarter.
 Lynas received the relevant administrative approvals for the Phase 2
LAMP assets in November, allowing these assets to be operated.

Future milestones
 The Company expects production levels in the March quarter to increase
above production levels in the December quarter.
 While the Company remains focused on producing 11,000tpa REO on a
sustainable basis, there may be a delay in achieving that run rate until the
June quarter.
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Lynas Advanced Materials Plant –
operational update
REO production and average selling price
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Lynas Advanced Materials Plant –
synthetic mineral products program
Batching plant and RB-10 product

Latest developments
 Two products containing the solid by-product of community concern
have already been independently tested and proven to be:
 non-leachable
 non-radioactive and
 non-toxic
 Field trials completed at various locations in Western Australia
using NUF-based products that produced wheat and canola crops.
 Pot trials involving a product containing NUF, WLP and agricultural
beneficial additives have also been completed in conjunction with
the University of Western Australia.
 The Company is also evaluating the construction of a road using
road-base materials containing WLP that will be tested and
monitored by an independent expert over a period of 12 months to
demonstrate the performance of the material.
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Canola field trials in Western Australia

Rare Earths prices
Mt Weld basket price history last 12 months
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Where is the RE market today?

Since the peak of the RE crisis in
mid 2011 when prices became
unsustainable for RE consumers,
RE prices have decreased to levels that are
now unsustainable for RE producers again,
due to:






RE consumers working through large
inventories of REs built up along the
supply chain during the RE crisis

However,
there are
emerging
signs of
„green shoots‟
as the RE
market moves
towards the
right balance

Demand reduced for REs in some end
markets due to productivity
improvements, formulation changes
and some ‘switch’ back to older
technologies
Slower global economic growth
conditions impacting end market
demand
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In recent months, prices for a number of RE
products have moved again as a result of:



First signs of improved supply discipline
inside China, moving towards more
sustainably producing players



Reduced excess of inventories for both
RE products and RE based (semi)
finished goods



End market demand improvement

RE market outlook – key demand side trends
A number of key trends will drive the future growth of the global RE market
Energy efficient and green applications
continue to accelerate strong NdPr demand
growth
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RE market outlook – key demand side trends
A number of key trends will drive the future growth of the global RE market
Chinese exports of lanthanum products (REO equivalent)

3 NiMH battery technology is continued to
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Phosphors (Eu,Tb and Y) – how quickly
will LED substitution take place globally?
Or will the continued move to ban high
energy consuming lamps globally grow
the phosphors market?
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Magnets (Dy) – how successful /
unsuccessful will Dy reduction
technologies be?
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RE market outlook – summary

Based upon forecast demand in key end markets, the global RE market could grow at 5-6% per annum to 2020 with
demand for some elements growing at higher rates

 However, the RE market will not grow to its full potential unless there is long term price visibility and volume
security to justify investment by both customers and producers


Reduced volatility and “wild” fluctuations in RE prices



RE consumers: increased visibility of supply sustainability at price levels that remain competitive with alternative
technologies



RE producers: increased visibility that RE prices support the environmentally sustainable development of RE
resources to meet demand growth

Lynas’ goal is to support the RE market in growing to its full potential and customers have been supportive so far
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Financial overview
December quarter

CASH FLOW
OPENING CASH BALANCE 1 OCTOBER 2013

 Average selling price decreased to around
US$21.48/kg REO (revenue basis), from around
US$22.70/kg REO (revenue basis) in the prior quarter,
due to a higher proportion of cerium sales.

A$M
101.0

INFLOWS
Cash Receipts from the sale of goods

6.9

Interest income

0.9

Security deposits refunded

0.4

 Total cash as at 31 December was A$74.7m, including
$7.5m in restricted cash.

Receipt of government grant

14.1

TOTAL INFLOW OF FUNDS IN THE QUARTER

22.3

 In November, Lynas received a A$14.1m cash payment
from the ATO relating to eligible R&D expenditure
incurred during the year ended 30 June 2013,
principally on the development of the Lynas Mt Weld
Rare Earths Project.

OUTFLOWS

 Subsequent to the end of the quarter, the Company
made the first scheduled principal repayment of
US$10m under the Sojitz / JOGMEC loan facility.

Mt Weld Concentration Plant – Phase 1
Malaysian Advanced Materials Plant – Phase 1
Mt Weld Concentration Plant – Phase 2

-

Malaysian Advanced Materials Plant – Phase 2

(6.1)

Other capital expenditure

(0.4)

Security deposits paid

(2.1)

Interest expense and other costs of finance

(2.3)

Ongoing operational, production and administration costs
Royalty Costs
TOTAL OUTFLOW OF FUNDS IN THE QUARTER
Net exchange rate adjustment

(37.9)
(0.3)
(49.3)
0.7

CLOSING CASH BALANCES 31 DECEMBER 2013

74.7

Summary of Cash Balance
Cash on Hand and at Call (incl. Term Deposits)

67.2

Funds for Phase 2 Construction (Restricted Cash)
CLOSING CASH BALANCES 31 DECEMBER 2013
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(0.2)

7.5
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Key investment themes
Company overview
1

Rare Earths production and shipments from the LAMP

2

Focus on cost savings and “right-sizing” business, yet ready to respond to improved market conditions

3

Experienced management team

4

Off-take arrangements through strong customer relationships

5

Favorable long-term industry fundamentals with estimated above-GDP growth rates in key product demand

6

High quality, long life assets
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Rare Earths market data - Disclaimer

 The slides in this presentation containing Rare Earths market data have been sourced from
independent analysis of end application demand, along with Lynas estimates of quantities of Rare
Earths end use in various key applications.

 Although Lynas believes that the outcomes expressed in such forward-looking statements are based
on reasonable assumptions, such statements are not guarantees of future performance. Forwardlooking statements are based on assumptions and contingencies which are subject to change without
notice. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in forward-looking
statements include new Rare Earths applications, the development of economic Rare Earths
substitutes, and general economic, market or business conditions. While Lynas has made every
reasonable effort to ensure the veracity of the information presented, Lynas does not guarantee the
accuracy and reliability of the estimates, forecasts and conclusions contained herein. Accordingly, the
Rare Earths market data in this presentation should be used for general guidance only. There can be
no guarantee that actual outcomes will not differ materially from forward-looking statements.

